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THE PHILOSOPHY OF VŒRA˙AIVISM
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ANUBHAVASÆTRA

A study of the main spirit of cultural and spiritual life of India
reveals the fact that the vast Ågamic and Purå∫ic literatures along with
the Vedic tradition constitute both the source and substratum of Indian
religion and philosophy. The word ‘˙ruti’ denotes both Veda and
Ågama, the two revelations of one and the same Truth leading to the
same spiritual end. 

Ågamas are encyclopaedic in nature. They intensively advocate
the ritualistic aspect of religious life and elaborately deal with the
scriptural sanctions and regulations of worship of the devotee. They
emphatically assert the truth that is inherent in the philosophical teach-
ings and the mystic experiences of the spiritual life. 

Vedas are the treasures of the elite Åryas and to a great extent
inaccessible to the common people, where as Ågamas preach the spiri-
tual and philosophical doctrines along with the intensive religious
sacraments for all which can easily be implemented in the life of the
common man irrespective of caste, colour, creed and sex. Ågamas and
Tantra, as it is commonly known and accepted as the synonyms, is the
vast treasure believed to be revealed by the Lord of the lords ˙iva. It is
generally a discourse between the God ˙iva and Goddess Pårvatœ and
with the other manifestations of the divinities such as Rudras, Îßis etc.
Sanskrit lexicon Nighantu names the Veda as Nigama and Tantra as
the Ågama and hence both have been regarded under a common cap-
tion as ˙ruti. Ågamas are believed to be emanated from God. ‘Å’
denotes that which is originated, ‘ga’ signifies falling i.e. falling to the
Goddess Pårvatœ, ‘ma’ means the religion or the doctrine for the devo-
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tee. It is the exposition of the divine knowledge and the way to attain
it through the means of prescribed procedures and meditation with the
hymns. It is to be noted here that in Ågamas and Tantra emphasis has
been laid down on the fact that human body (A∫∂a) consists of the
potentiality of the divinity and the Supreme Power inherent in the
whole creation (Pi∫∂a). Macrocosm is implied in Microcosm. That
implicit Power can be awakened by being immersed in the unflinching
deep meditation on the particular point in the body (Cakra) which are
regarded to be the base of the power. Mantras tire the potent fire that
kindle the consciousness-power within; religious rites and duties are
the helping processes that prepare the ground and the congenial state
to get the ultimate power manifested within. So, it is clear that unlike
Vedic trend Ågama aims at invoking the divinity within one’s ownself
rather reaching Him. Ågamic tradition had developed on unique pro-
cedure of worship in which the worshipper identifies himself with the
God by purifying the external gross elements, inducing the life-princi-
ple in the image to be worshipped by the process of nyåsa, mudrå,
mantra, ma∫∂al etc. The underlying principle is ‘worshipping God by
becoming one with God’ (devo bhætvå devaº yajet).

There are twenty eight Ågamas divided into two groups, namely,
˙aivågamas and Rudrågamas. Sækßma, Kåmika, Yogaja, Cintya,
Kåra∫a, Ajita, Dœpta, Sahasra, Aºƒumat, Suprabheda are regarded
˙aivågamas and Vijaya, Nihƒvåsa, Svåyambhæva, Anala, Vœra,
Raurava, Maku™a, Vimala, Candrajñåna, Mukhabimba, Prodgœta,
Lalita, Siddha, Santåna, Sarvokta, Pårameƒvara, Kira∫a and Våtula are
the Rudrågamas. These are advocated by the ten ˙ivas such as
Pra∫ava etc. and the eighteen Rudras like Anådi etc.

In the later portion of Våtulågama, the famous ˙aiva discipline,
namely ‘Tantrottarapradœpa’, is enunciated in which the concept of
¯a™asthala has been described by the Lord ˙iva to the Goddess Pårvatœ.
The book Anubhavasætra is the concise compilation of the aphorisme
of Våtulågama. The contents of the book contains the principal teach-
ings of the Våtula Ågamas that supports the philosophical doctrines of
the Vœraƒaiva religion.

There are three prevalent ˙aivism in India, namely, Kashmir
˙aivism, ˙aiva Siddhånta and Vœraƒaivism. Vœraƒaivism is mainly
based on the later part of the Siddhåntågamas as well as on Vedas.
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The principal religious practices viz., wearing of Iß™ali√ga on the
body, practising the religious austerities for the attainment of six
stages of the spiritual goal and observances of the special rites and rit-
uals of Vœraƒaivism have their support in Vedas, Purå∫as and Itihåsas.
So, Vœraƒaivism may very aptly be called a doctrine of both Vedic and
Tåntrik tradition. The syllable ‘Vœ’ signifies ‘Vidyå’, the wisdom that
the unity of the soul and ˙iva and the letter ‘ra’ stands for the attitude
of the worshipper who remains absorbed in that wisdom. Vœraƒaivism
denotes the firmness of the vow for the fulfilment of the spiritual end.
After receiving the Iß™ali√ga bestowed by Guru, after performing the
prescribed procedures of initiation, the worshipper wears Iß™ali√ga till
he attains the final stage of the unity with ˙iva. This, technically, is
known in Vœraƒaivism as Li√gå√gasåmarasya, enjoying the one-ness
of the soul with the Li√ga, the form of ultimate Principle. This final
goal is attainable only by the gradual maturation of devotion on the
part of the sådhaka who ascends the six stages of the spiritual attain-
ments, namely, Bhakta, Måheƒvara, Prasådœ, Prå∫ali√gœ, ˙ara∫a, Aikya
by constantly observing the five virtuous disciplines – Pañcåcåras i.e.
Li√gåcåra, Sadåcåra, ˙ivåcåra, Ga∫åcåra and Bh®tyåcåra with the gra-
cious help of eight-fold aids, Aß™avara∫as i.e. the eight protective aura,
namely, Guru, Li√ga, Ja√gama, Pådodaka, Prasåda, Bhasma, Rudråßka
and Mantra.

Anubhavasætra, an important text of Vœraƒaivism, authored by
Måyideva is a very significant and systematic exposition of the
¯a™asthalas, the ascending stages of spiritual life. The scripture
describes the nature and characteristics of the six-fold spiritual attain-
ments as have been enunciated in the Tantrottarapradœpa, a section of
Våtulågama while describing the mystic doctrine of the ˙iva non-
dualism. According to Vœraƒaivism the ultimate Reality ˙iva which, in
other words, is termed as ‘Sthala’, manifests Itself in two forms,
namely, Li√ga and A√ga. The non-dual ultimate Reality ˙iva is named
as ‘Sthala’ signifying the substratum of the world. The syllable ‘Stha’
indicates the base or substratum where as ‘la’ stands for the dissolu-
tion. So, ‘Sthala’ means that which is the origin, substratum as well as
the absorber of everything.
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SthakåraΔ sthånavåcœ syållakåro layavåcakaΔ
tayoΔ kåra∫abhætaμ yat tadeva sthalamucyate.

Anubhavasætra, 2.5

Transcendental Parama ˙iva being endowed with His own power
is known as ‘Sthala’. Since God and His power is one and the same,
the power is also called the ‘Existence-consciousness-bliss’ 

Tadœyå paramå ƒaktiΔ saccidånanda lakßa∫å.
Siddhåntaƒikhåma∫i 2.12

That power is divided into two, namely, the Li√ga and A√ga
sthala for the manifestation and realisation of his own nature. It
divides Itself into two as the worshipper and worshipped for the
enjoyment of Its own bliss. Kalå based on the Li√gasthala, named
˙akti, is the emanating power (prav®tti) where as the power based on
A√ga, the soul is manifested in the form of devotion and of the nature
of niv®tti. The prav®tti kalå of the Li√gasthala emanates itself in the
form of the world of manifestation where as the niv®ttikalå of
A√gasthala expresses itself as the devotion, the most natural expres-
sion of soul.

That transcendental Principle being endowed with the power,
known as Li√gasthala, ˙iva, Rudra is of the nature of existence-con-
sciousness-bliss and is worshipped by the soul, the A√gasthala. As the
pure consciousness is divided into two as Li√ga and A√ga, so also the
power of sthala is divided into two as ˙akti and Bhakti. ˙akti is that
mystic power which is descending and aims at uniting the soul with
the God by removing the bonds of the soul. So, it is called the
prav®ttikalå. On the other hand the same power when is imbibed in
soul is known as niv®ttikalå, the principle that causes the upliftment of
the soul by dissolving the ignorance through the devotional power and
kindles the awareness of the identity between the jœva and ˙iva.

Sacciddånandaræpå syåd bhuktimuktiphalapradå
˙aktireva sm®tå bhaktirbhaktireva hi så sadå

Anubhavasætra, 2.26
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So, Bhakti is considered to be better, pure, charming and subtle,
since it is the means to be united to God and thus to attain the goal of
life. One and the same thing functions in two ways and makes possible
the sport (Lœlå) of God. ˙akti manifests the world of diversity where as
Bhakti leads to the unifœed whole by dissolving all the differences.
˙akti is associated with måyå where as Bhakti is devoid of måyå.

Samåyå ˙aktiråkhyåtå nirmåyå bhaktirœritå
Api tarkapramå∫åbhyåμ ƒakterbhaktirgu∫ådhikå.

Anubhavasætra, 2.31

The same power manifesting in Li√gasthala makes It the object of
worship and on other hand prepares the A√gasthala as a true devotee
and leads it to the final goal, unity i.e. the identity of ˙iva and jœva,
‘Li√gånga-såmarasya’, the end of spiritual life.

Li√gasthala firstly manifests Itself in three forms, namely,
Bhåvali√ga, Prånali√ga and Istali√ga. Bhåvali√ga is transcendantal,
causal, partless and is dominated by the ‘Sat’ (existence) aspect of
Brahman. From the point of view of Mahåvåkya - ‘Tat tvam asi’, It
represents the ‘asi’ aspect. Kalå is emanated out of It. The second
manifestation of Li√gasthala is Prånali√ga which is inner, subtle, of
the form of Mantra, both form and formless, dominated by the ‘cit’
(cosciousness) aspect of Brahman. It represents the ‘tvam’ aspect of
‘Tat tvam asi’. Nåda is emanated out of It. The third manifestation of
Li√gasthala is Iß™ali√ga which is the gross, outer, the perceptable form,
is emanated out of bliss, of the form of ‘kriyå’, represents the ‘tat’
aspect of Mahåvåkya and the element ‘Bindu’ is emerged out of It.

Nißkalam bhåvali√gaμ syåd bhåvagråhyam paråtparam
Sanmåtram bhåvali√gam syåditi niß™hå mahåtmanåm
Prå∫ali√gam manogråhyam bhavet sakatanißkalam
Tatprå∫eßvantarmanaso li√gamåha iti ˙rutiΔ

Anubhavasætra, 3.6-7.

Again these three Li√gasthalas divide Itself into six, each in two,
namely, Mahåli√ga, Prasådœli√ga, Carali√ga, ˙ivali√ga, Guruli√ga,
Åcårali√ga respectively from Bhåvali√ga, Prå∫ali√ga and Iß™ali√ga.
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Six corresponding powers (˙akti) are inherent in the six aforesaid
manifestations of Li√gasthala i.e. ˙åntyatœtottarå, ˙åntyåtœtå, ˙ånti,
Icchå, Pratiß™hå and Niv®tti.

Mahåli√gam prasådåkhyali√gam ca carali√gakam 
˙ivali√gaμ tathå caiva guruli√gaμ tataΔ param 
åcårali√gamityeva li√gaμ ßadvidhamucyate 
Evam hi ßadvidham bhætam li√gam paramakåra∫am

Anubhavasætra, 3.21-22

These powers are also called as Cit, Parå, Ådi, Vidyå, Jñåna and
Kriyå respectively. Thus there are six ˙aktis inherent in and one with
the God.

Now, a short discussion about the six manifestions of Li√gasthala
is necessary in understanding the spiritual attainments of the soul.

Mahåli√ga: Mahåli√ga is the first manifestation of the
Bhåvali√ga. It is transcendantal, non-dual, subtle, unpoluted, devoid
of all evil propensities of the phenomenal existence, unknowable,
pure, ˙ivatattva associated with consciousness-power.

Prasådœli√ga: It is an effulgent light, eternal, indestructible,
unknowable by the senses, accessible only through the knowledge,
cause of the universe, Sådåkhya, endowed with his own power and
transcends all characteristics.

Carali√ga: Carali√ga is of the nature of light and is manifested
by both the inner and outer light, beyond the realm of Purußa and
Prak®ti and endowed with his own power, knowable by mind only.
Such subjective principle is called the Carali√ga by the knower.

˙ivali√ga: that which is endowed with the knowledge, effulgent,
calm, of the nature of will-force, concrete principle and is known as
the ˙ivali√ga.

Guruli√ga: Guruli√ga is manifested by the power of pure knowl-
edge, firmly established in all the scriptures, possessing all powers,
abode of all pleasures, an agent firmed on the principle of Intelligence.

Åcårali√ga: Though this Li√gasthala is the principle of action but
It is firm in Itself and is the substratum of all activities, knowable by
Citta and inspiring towards detachment.

Thus Aikyasthala, ˙ara∫asthala, Prå∫ali√gœsthala, Prasådœsthala,
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Måheƒvarasthala and Bhaktasthala are the six manifestations of the
Li√gasthala.

Corresponding to it there are six emanations of A√gasthala. A
stands for Anådyanta i.e. that which is devoid of the beginning and the
end, the self caused and ‘ga’ indicates that which goes to, approaches
the Paramali√ga - the highest Principle with the unflinching devotion.
Thus ‘a’ means the pure consciousness, the Parama ˙iva where as ‘ga’
denotes the soul, intrinsically ˙iva and so is ever approaching towards
the original nature. So, the syllable ‘A√ga’ etymologically signifies
One which is emanated as many and again merges into one.

This A√gasthala is divided into three - Yogå√ga, Bhogå√ga and
Tyågå√ga. The state in which the soul enjoys the bliss of eternal union
with ˙iva is termed as Yogå√ga. When the soul enjoys everything by
being united with ˙iva is known as Bhogå√ga and the state in which
the soul abandons the illusory sense of the world is called the
Tyågå√ga. So, the A√gasthala that is divided into the three aforesaid
manifestations are also called as ‘Kåra∫a ƒarœra’ - the causal state,
Sækßma ƒarœra - the subtle state and the ‘Sthæla-ƒarœra’ - the gross state.
Again Yogå√ga has also been described as the state of ‘Sußupti’ - the
deep sleep (dreamless sleep), Bhogå√ga as Svapna-dream and
Tyågå√ga as the Jågratåvasthå - the waking state. The behavioural
expression of the Yogå√ga, Bhogå√ga and Tyå√gåga is that of Pråjña,
Taijas and Viƒva respectively. The aforesaid three states of soul are
having each a second phase and thus there are six A√gasthalas,
namely, Aikya, ˙arana, Prå∫ali√gœ, Prasådœ, Måheƒvara and Bhakta
respectively. Causal body is associated with the Aikya and
˙ara∫asthala, subtle body with the Prånali√gœ and Prasådisthala and
the gross body with the Måheƒvara and Bhaktasthala. The spiritual
ascendence of the soul characterises with the attitude of detachment,
approaches towards upliftment by eradicating or dissolving måyå
through a deep, an unflinching devotional power. The ultimate aim of
this spiritual journey is finally attaining the awareness of the identity
of Jœva and ˙iva.

Aikyaμ tu ƒara∫aμ nåma prå∫ali√gi prasådi ca
Måheƒvaram bhaktamiti kramåt ßa™sthalamucyate.

Anubhavasætra, 4.17
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1. Bhaktasthala: The first stage of spiritual life, namely
Bhaktasthala, is a state in which the worshipper gets attracted to all
the ritual, rites, virtuous dispositions and outward observances of reli-
gion. There are fifty subdivisions in this stage. Devotee performs all
the prescribed injunctions regarding religious rites, penances, recita-
tion of hymn, meditation and knowledge etc.

Bhaktikriyåcara∫ayaiva sadå viraktam
Bhaktasthalam bhavavikåravidæramåhæΔ.

Anubhavasætra, 4.33

2. Måheƒvarasthala: As the water of the sea is condensed and
transformed into a pearl, so also the firm vow assumes the form of
deep devotion and thus the devotee ascends to the second stage of
spiritual life, namely, Måheƒvarasthala. Firm devoutedness brings
forth the detachment from the worldly objects. There are nine subdivi-
sions of this stage, namely, Måheƒvara praƒa√gåsthalam, Li√ga-
niß™håsthalam, Pærvåƒrayanirasanasthalam, Advaitanirasanasthalam,
Åhvånanirasanasthalam, Aß™amærtinirasanasthalam, Sarvå√gatvani-
rasanasthalam, ˙ivajaganmayasthalam, Bhaktadehikali√gasthalam.
Discriminatory knowledge of real and unreal, purity of heart, detach-
ment from the enjoyment of life, absorption in studying and realising
the ˙aiva scriptures, prasing ˙iva, egolessness, devoid of jealousy,
greadiness and anger, contentment and ever exerting for the welfare of
all being are the main characteristics of the Måheƒvarasthala.

3. Prasådisthala: The Måheƒvara yogœ who attains the wisdom of
the all pervasiveness of ˙iva is called the ‘Prasådœ’. When the devo-
tion is deepened and matured, the sådhaka attains the realisation of the
existence of God in each and every objects of the world. So, the whole
being of sådhaka is immersed in the love of ˙iva–

ManaΔ prasådayogen prasådœtyeßa kathyate.
Siddhånta ˙ikhåma∫i, II. 2

Prasådœ sthalam, Gurumåhåtmya sthalam, Li√gamåhåtmya
sthalam, Ja√gamamåhåtmya sthalam, Bhaktamåhåtmya sthalam,
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˙ara∫amåhåtmya sthalam and ˙ivaprasådmåhåtmya sthalam. By
observing regularly the prescribed procedures of the scriptures and the
instruction of Guru, the sådhaka gradually ascends to the higher and
higher spiritual stages and achieves many auspicious qualities worthy
of proceeding to the next.

4. Prå∫ali√gœ sthala: In this fourth state of the ßa™asthalas the
devotion becomes so intense that it assumes a new dimension of
‘experiencing devotion’. As an insect remaining in the closest associa-
tion of a bee, turns into a bee. So also, the sådhaka obtaining the most
intimate union with ˙iva through an intense devotion becomes ˙iva
Himself.

Kœ™o bhramarayogen bhramaro bhavati dhruvam
MånavaΔ ƒivayogen ƒivo bhavati niƒcayam.

Li√gapurå∫a, 21.95

In this fourth stage there are five substages, namely, Prå∫ali√går-
cana, ˙ivayoga samådhi, Li√ga nijasthalam, A√gali√gi sthalam and
Pañcåvantara sthalam. Devotee endowed with ˙iva-consciousness is
enlightened with the luminous Li√ga in his heart is known as
Prå∫ali√gœ Sådhaka. By intense devotion with strong firmness when
sådhaka practices the penance with austerity, a light in the mulådhår
cakra is illumined and gradually proceeds towards the anåhata cakra
centred in the heart. The Li√ga of light of the size of a thumb is
installed on the middle of the twelve petalled lotus. Since this lumi-
nous Li√ga is empowered with the energy of pråna, of the size of a
thumb, ƒaiva devotee names this luminosity united with prå∫a as
Prånali√ga which is kindled like a lamp. All the mental faculties of the
sådhaka are gradually dissolved in the light of Prå∫li√ga and he
becomes immersed in the bliss of ˙iva. First three sthalas namely
Bhakta, Måheƒvaras and Prasådœ are dominated by action where as the
fourth one i.e. Prå∫ali√gœsthala is overpowered by yoga and jñåna.
Awareness of the self as the consciousness and bliss in the form of
Prå∫ali√gasthala arises and consequently sådhaka begins enquiring
into the state of identity between Jœva and ˙iva. The luminous
prå∫ali√ga is meditated upon on the six centres of Mælådhåra,
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Svådhiß™håna, Ma∫ipurak, Anåhata, Viƒuddhi and Åjñå. In the
Brahmarandhra thousand petalled lotus should be contemplated and
within that an unblemished moonlight is to be assumed and then a
subtle hole is to be meditated upon as the sacred mountain Kailåƒa.
The uncaused cause ˙iva is adorned on the seat. The accomplishment
of such meditation is known as ‘˙ivayoga samådhi’. Prå∫ali√gœ så-
dhaka is fully immersed in the enjoyment of the consciousness-bliss
produced on account of the unity of the soul and God in and through
the Prå∫ali√gœ sthala.

5. ˙ara∫a sthala: Realizing the nature of consciousness-bliss of
the Reality within his self, sådhaka surrenders himself to the all per-
vading consciousness-bliss. He takes refuge in the highest blissful
enjoyment with ‘blissfull devotion’, the ‘Ånand-bhakti’. Sådhaka is so
immersed in the transemperical bliss that the analogy of conjugal inti-
macy is applied. Soul takes refuge and fully surrenders itself in order
to attain the nondual state and perfection. Tåmasanirasana sthalam,
Nirdeƒa sthalam, ˙ilasampådana sthalam are the three subdivisions of
the ˙ara∫a sthala in which the sattva gu∫a excels and the rajas and
tamas are subdued. So, the dispositions arising from the sattvagu∫a,
namely, ƒama, dama, viveka, non attachment to object, unflinching
meditation, forgiveness, compassion, faith and devotion to ˙iva pre-
dominate. Thus the surrendered soul becomes full of sattvagu∫a and
completely devoid of rajas and tamas. In the last phase of
˙ara∫asthala, the devotee attains the knowledge of the unity of the
Jœva and ˙iva and remains in incessant meditation on ˙iva.

Proktå’nandåtmikå bhaktiriti vedåntavedibhiΔ
Asyåtmanastayå bhaktyå ƒara∫asthalamågatam.

Anubhavasætra, 5.79

6. Aikyasthala: In this final stage of spiritual life, Jœva realises
the complete identity with ˙iva. The soul is immersed in the blissfull
consciousness of ˙iva and so is known as ‘samarasabhakta’ like a
river becoming one with ocean. Aikyam, Åcåra-sampatti,
Ekbhåjanam, Sahabhojanam are the four subdivisions of this final
stage. In this stage, the Sådhaka becomes devoid of sensuous pleas-
ures, detached, pure, unblimished and attains the state of ‘˙ivoham’.
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This is the state of complete unison or identity with God transcending
the duality of Paƒu-Pati and ‘sati-pati’ attitude. No sense of discrimi-
nation remains.

Jale jalamiva nyastam vahnau vahnirivårpitam
Pare brahma∫i lœnåtmå vibhågena na d®ƒyate.

Siddhånta ˙ikhåma∫i, 20.61

As the sådhaka is fully renunciated and so beyond the state of
affirmative and negative sanctions, perceiving ˙iva in everything and
everything in ˙iva, considering ˙iva as substratum and enjoying equa-
nimity with ˙iva. Therefore he is called ˙iva-yogœ and is known as
Jœvanmukta. In the last stage, named, sahabhojana, all discriminations
are vanished and Guru, disciple, ˙iva and the world etc. seem to him
as the manifestations of his own Self.

æham bh®tyåΔ ƒiva svåmœ ƒißyo’haμ gurureßa vai
Iti yasya matirnåsti sa cådvaitapade sthitah.

Siddhånta ˙ikhåma∫i, 14.37
A√ga, the second manifestation of the ultimate Reality is

endowed with devotion. As one and the same fire takes different
forms as per the various base and condition of the lamp, so also the
same power is manifested in accordance with the base and condition.
The power that is based on Li√ga is known as Kalå where as the
power imbibed in A√ga is named as Bhakti. ˙akti of Li√ga, namely,
kalå emerges as the universe and Bhakti, in soul, develops a sense of
detachment towards the universe. So, ˙akti is considered as downward
where as Bhakti is the principle that inspires the soul upward.
According to the Vœraƒaiva religion Bhakti is the most appropriate
means for achieving the final state which is attainable only through
the three kinds of Dœkßå i.e. Vedhå, Mantra, Kriyå that Guru bestows
in accordance with the spiritual upliftment of the disciple.

Thus a Vœiraƒaiva devotee fulfils his spiritual journey and attains
the end of life.


